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Quick Search

Please key in the module code to search for the General Education Modules (GEM) which you wish to view.

If you wish to see the GEMs that are being taught Semester 1 (AY18/19), please click here.

If you wish to see the GEMs that are being taught Semester 2 (AY17/18), please click here.

Semester 1 (AY18/19)

• Click on 'GEH' to view all the GEMs under the Human Cultures pillar.
• Click on 'GEQ' to view the module under the Asking Questions pillar.
• Click on 'GER' to view the module under the Quantitative Reasoning pillar.
• Click on 'GES' to view all the GEMs under the Singapore Studies pillar.
• Click on 'GET' to view all the GEMs under the Thinking and Expression pillar.
• Click on 'Others' to view non-GE module trailers.

Semester 2 (AY18/19)

• Click on 'GEH' to view all the GEMs under the Human Cultures pillar.
• Click on 'GEQ' to view the module under the Asking Questions pillar.
• Click on 'GER' to view the module under the Quantitative Reasoning pillar.
• Click on 'GES' to view all the GEMs under the Singapore Studies pillar.
• Click on 'GET' to view all the GEMs under the Thinking and Expression pillar.
• Click on 'Others' to view all non-GE module trailers.